The book you now hold in your hands is the most important book of the twenty-first century... We— the potential resistance or opposition to U.S. criminal policy—have been spinning our wheels for a complete decade. There are a lot of reasons for this wheel-spinning, including various programs of very skilful and extraordinarily devious cover-up after cover-up after cover-up of the central question of what did happen on 9/11.

--Professor Eric Larsen

It has the classic weight and feel of a University test book. One brief thumbing through overwhelms the mind with stunning, clear “in your face” pictures that on their own more than justify the existence of the book... This truly is a paradigm shifting book...

-- Thomas Malone

... your investigation is the only publicly available, validly conducted determination of what destroyed the World Trade Center complex on 11 September, 2001. That is remarkable. Sooner or later the cognitive dissonance that prevents many from coming to grips with what happened on 9/11 will dissipate. Your work and your book enable us to confront the painful recognition that the common storyline of what happened is utterly false... The next step in the process of awakening to the reality of what happened has been provided to us by your work.

--Jerry V Leaphart, Attorney

Dr. Wood’s observations, discoveries, and thought-provoking questions are nothing short of brilliant After careful study of the pictures of evidence... I came to the conclusion that planted explosives alone could not possibly have taken down the towers. From this discovery I began to see how an entire movement – the so-called “9/11 Truth Movement” – became not a collaborative effort encouraging independent thinkers to thoughtfully explore all of the evidence, but rather, a controlled opposition movement designed to lead all into believing the towers were taken down by controlled demolition...

-- Cathy Garger

Dr. Judy Wood, a most qualified guide, balances the scientific reality of 9/11 with the sensitivity of her oceanic heart. Both head and heart are wed in this work of painstaking genius. With a background in Applied Physics, Interferometry, and Materials Engineering Science, Dr. Judy Wood seems to have been born specifically for this historic World Trade Center investigation. What many of us have only guessed at—“Isn’t that debris pile too small?!”—the brilliant Dr. Wood proves beyond a shadow of doubt: The Twin Towers never hit the ground!

--Joey Moore
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